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. These insults lead to base damage, single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) breaks and double-stranded DNA breaks (DSBs). DSBs are particularly dangerous to cells as their inefficient or inaccurate repair can result in mutations and chromosomal translocations that may induce cancer 2 . Elaborate cellular repair and genome surveillance mechanisms counteract genomic damage from DSBs.
DSB repair is carried out by two main pathways: nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) and homologous recombination repair 3 (HRR)
. NHEJ is the major pathway for repairing non-replication-associated breaks and occurs predominantly in the G1 phase of the cell cycle. By contrast, HRR occurs mainly during late S-G2 phase. And, whereas DSB ends are simply joined in NHEJ, HRR uses a sister homologue as a template for repair 3 
. But DSB repair involves more than simply rejoining broken regions of chromosomes. DSBs result in the activation of a complex cellular DNA-damage response (DDR) cascade, which involves sensing the DNA damage and subsequent amplification and transmission of a damage signal to evoke a multitude of cellular responses -particularly activation of cell-cycle checkpoint kinases, which stall damaged cells in their cell cycle until resolution of the lesion. If unresolved DSBs persist, the DDR activates apoptotic pathways or directs damaged cells into senescence. DDR pathways are universal and the majority of the involved proteins are highly conserved from yeast to humans 4 . The molecular identity of DDR pathways has been outlined over the past decades using mostly biochemical, genetic and molecular methods. However, these approaches do not fully address the key issue of how repair occurs in the context of the genome. Understanding the cell biology of DNA repair and genome stability is particu larly relevant, as many steps in the DNA-damage repair process rely on the spatial and temporal coor dination of events. In addition, many key features of the DNA-repair machinery and the DDR are directly linked to the complex and highly organized structure of the cell nucleus 5 . Like many nuclear proteins, DNA-repair factors diffuse rapidly in the nuclear space and are then recruited to DNA lesions. Furthermore, the elaborate higher-order organization of chromatin is important in assembling the repair machinery, making DNA lesions accessible to the repair complexes, and might influence how readily a lesion is detected and how the repair machinery responds to it. The fact that the cell nucleus is not a homogeneous structure, but rather contains a large number of functionally distinct subcompartments, raises the question of whether DNA repair occurs everywhere in the nucleus with equal efficiency or whether specialized repair centre sites exist. Of particular importance for genome stability Nature Reviews | Molecular Cell Biology Strand invasion and D-loop formation Repair P P P P P P P P
D-loop
A DNA structure in which the two strands of a double-stranded DNA are separated by a third strand. It is created after strand invasion during homologous recombination.
Holliday junction
A mobile junction between four strands of DNA, with homology between pairs of neighbouring DNA molecules.
Histone variant
A core histone other than the classical histones (H2A, H2B, H3 or H4).
Chromatin-remodelling complex
A protein complex that alters the higher-order structure of the chromatin fibre by changing its compaction or repositioning nucleosomes, often using ATP hydrolysis.
Clamp loader
A protein that loads the clamp complex onto the DNA.
Clamp complex
A protein complex that wraps around DNA and facilitates the processivity of DNA replication.
is the global organization of genomes in the nucleus, as the non-random arrangement of genes and chromosomes in the nucleus may predispose particular genome regions to rearrangements. In this Review, we discuss how DNA repair occurs in the context of nuclear architecture. we will focus on DSB repair through the NHEJ and HRR pathways, as those are most relevant for human disease and cancer. In particular, we will summarize the role of spatial and temporal coordination in DSB-repair complex assembly, the influence of higher-order chromatin structure on the repair process and the effect of nuclear compartmentalization and non-random genome organization on maintenance of genome integrity.
spatio-temporal organization of repair
The assembly of the cellular machinery, which recognizes DNA damage, triggers cellular signalling pathways to combat DNA lesions and eventually repairs them, involves many protein components. Their assembly at sites of DNA damage involves complex spatial and temporal coordination of many dynamic interactions among repair proteins and with the chromatin fibre.
Repair complex assembly. The assembly of the repair machinery on a DNA lesion occurs in a highly ordered, spatially and temporally coordinated manner, according to a strict hierarchy. The cascade of events starts in mammalian cells with the rapid accumulation of the primary damage sensor -the mRN (mRE11-RAD50-NBS1) complex [6] [7] [8] -which detects the lesion. This complex is crucial for the recruitment and activation of the key DDR signalling kinase ATm 6, 9, 10 , which phosphoryl ates the histone variant H2AX at nucleosomes around the DSBs. This is followed by binding to the DSB-flanking chromatin of the mediator protein mDC1, which has affinity for phospho-H2AX 11 and acts as a platform for the association of upstream [12] [13] [14] [15] and downstream effectors [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . mDC1 triggers the recruitment of c hromatin remodelling and modification complexes, which allow the association of downstream factors, such as 53Bp1 and BRCA1 (FIG. 1) 16-21 . The resulting ssDNA is recognized by replication protein A (RpA), which sub sequently recruits ATR, another downstream transducing kinase 2 (FIG. 1) . The key components and sequence of events of the DSB response are largely conserved in Saccharomyces cerevisiae 22, 23 (FIG. 1) .
The hierarchical nature of assembly of repair complex components is powerfully demonstrated both in yeast and mammalian cells by protein-tethering experiments. In these studies, repair factors and checkpoint proteins are permanently immobilized on chromatin as fusion proteins with the Lac repressor, which binds to a Lac operator sequence placed in the genome, thus mimicking the effect of their immobilization during the repair process [24] [25] [26] . In support of a top-down hierarchy of assembly, immobilization of the upstream mammalian sensors NBS1 and mRE11 triggers the entire DDR downstream cascade by attracting the ATm kinase and several downstream factors 25, 26 . Similarly in yeast, co-tethering of components of the downstream Ddc2-mec1 and Ddc1-mec3-Rad17 (known as 9-1-1 complex in mammals) sensor complexes to chromatin bypasses the requirement for the recruitment of the Rad24 clamp loader to load the 9-1-1 clamp complex at the sites of damage 24 . This hierarchical organization of the repair machinery is, however, comple mented by crosstalk between the factors. In mammalian cells, tethering of the mediator mDC1 leads to recruitment of the upstream factors NBS1 and mRE11 in an H2AX-independent manner 26 . The ability of downstream components to recruit upstream factors is probably crucial in the amplification of the damage signal by a single DSB 25, 26 . Box 1 | the two main types of double-stranded dna-break repair Non-homologous end joining A DNA lesion (a double-stranded DNA break (DSB)) is sensed by the Ku80-Ku70 heterodimer, which in turn recruits the DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit DNAPKcs, resulting in assembly of the DNAPK complex and activation of its kinase activity (see the figure; left panel). Increasing evidence suggests that DNAPK functions as a regulatory component of non-homologous end joining (NHEJ), potentially facilitating and regulating the processing of DNA ends. DNAPK also increases the recruitment of XRCC4, DNA ligase IV, XLF and Artemis, which carry out the final rejoining reaction.
Homologous recombination repair
A DNA lesion is recognized by the MRN (MRE11-RAD50-NBS1) complex, which is recruited to the DSB to generate single-stranded DNA by resection (see the figure; right panel). The single-stranded ends are bound by replication protein A (RPA), RAD51 and RAD52 and can subsequently invade the homologous template, creating a D-loop and a Holliday junction, to prime DNA synthesis and to copy and ultimately restore genetic information that was disrupted by the DSB. DNA-repair foci. The DNA-repair process manifests itself cytologically in the form of DNA-repair foci (FIG. 2) . These foci are structures that are formed by the recruitment and accumulation of DNA-repair factors at a site of DNA damage 27 . As a consequence, a single DSB nucleates a macroscopically discernible focus, which spreads up to one megabase from the break 27 (FIG. 2a,b) .
Foci can be experimentally induced by γ-irradiation, radiometric drugs, laser micro irradiation or sequencespecific endonucleases 27 . They are ubiquitous and form in organisms ranging from yeast to mammalian cells. The mediator MDC1 protein then binds to γ-H2AX and recruits additional copies of MRN and ATM, leading to spreading of the repair machinery along the chromosome. MDC1 also recruits ubiquitin ligase activities (for example, RNF8) that are responsible for the recruitment of downstream factors such as 53BP1 and BRAC1. DNA is then resected to single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) and recognized by replication protein A (RPA), which results in the recruitment of ATR through its interacting partner ATRIP. Both the ATM-and the ATR-dependent branches of the pathway, independently or in concert, lead to the activation of the checkpoint kinases CHK1 and CHK2. b | In Saccharomyces cerevisae, the DNA-damage response (DDR) cascade starts with the binding of the MRX (Mre11-Rad50-Xrs2) complex to the DSB. MRX recruits the Tel1 kinase, which phosphorylates histone H2A. After resection, ssDNA is sensed by RPA, which recruits the Ddc1-Mec3-Rad17 (known as 9-1-1 complex in mammals) sensor complex (Rad24 acts as a clamp loader) and the Ddc2-Mec1 complex independently. Next, Rad9 is recruited through its affinity for phosphorylated H2A and methylated H3, and the checkpoint kinases Chk1 and Rad53 are activated. The structural organization of repair foci has not been elucidated; however, it appears that they are not merely random aggregates of repair components, as different factors exhibit distinct patterns of association with the DNA lesion 28 (FIG. 2c-e) . The recombination factors RAD51 and RAD52, the ATR kinase and its interacting partners ATRIp and RpA, and the DNA-clamp proteins RAD17 and RAD9 are restricted to a small area around the DSB, which corresponds mainly to stretches of ssDNA to which these proteins bind (FIG. 2d) . By contrast, several factors, including the sensor complex mRN, the DDR mediator mDC1, the ATm kinase and the downstream factors 53Bp1 and BRCA1, spread up to a megabase away from the break 28 (FIG. 2e) . Interestingly, the downstream effector kinases CHK1 and CHK2 and other effectors of DDR such as p53 and CDC25A do not visibly accumulate at damage sites 28 , suggesting that these proteins only interact transiently with the sites of damage, where they presumably become activated, and then rapidly spread to the entire nucleus. members of the NHEJ pathway, such as the Ku80-Ku70 heterodimer and the DNA protein kinase DNApK 28 , do not accumulate in foci either, presumably 
Nucleotide-excision repair
The repair mechanism that removes damaged single nucleotides, mostly in response to ultraviolet damage.
Histone deacetylase
An enzymatic activity that removes an acetyl group from a histone tail.
because they are only required at low copy numbers at sites of damage. Repair foci can form at all stages of the cell cycle, but their appearance is dictated by the cell-cycle dependence of the involved repair process.
whether the accumulation of repair factors in foci is essential for efficient repair is unclear. The accumulation of factors could play a structural role by keeping the broken ends in spatial proximity, enhancing the efficiency of repair. Another likely, and potentially essential, function of foci is the amplification of the DNA-damage signal by the recruitment of multiple copies of signalling kinases to sites of damage. Consistent with this idea, artificial foci formation by immobilization of a single or a combination of checkpoint proteins to chromatin triggers the DDR and delays the cell cycle in the absence of DNA lesions in both yeast and mammalian cells 24, 26 (see below).
The dynamic nature of repair foci. Although repair foci are stable cytological structures once they are formed, they are intrinsically highly dynamic 29, 30 . most of the factors involved are in constant dynamic exchange between the chromatin-bound pool and the freely diffusing nucleoplasmic fraction, and their residence time in the foci depends on the nature of their interaction with damaged chromatin as well as on their affinity for other components of the repair machinery. For example, the sensor NBS1 has a residence time of less than one second, whereas the mediator mDC1 dwells in repair foci for ~10 times longer 30 . It is tempting to speculate that, as has been demonstrated for RNA polymerase assembly during transcription 31 , modulation of the dynamic exchange of repair factors with their chromatin or protein targets by post-translational modifications might serve a regulatory function to rapidly adjust the DDR to environmental conditions 31 . Analysis of dynamic properties of factors in repair foci using combined imaging and kinetic computational modelling approaches has uncovered fundamental features of repair-complex assembly 32 . First, they suggest, in agreement with a hierarchical assembly model, that the repair machinery assembles in a sequential manner rather than by random assembly at the site of damage. Surprisingly, although several repair factors, including NBS1, mDC1 and the RAD52 group of homologous recombination proteins, form a complex and co-localize in DNA-damage-induced foci, they do not exist as a preformed holocomplex in the nucleoplasm; they assemble 'on the spot' when they encounter damage 29, 30 . Sequential assembly from single subunits also occurs during nucleotide-excision repair (NER) and appears more beneficial in terms of repair efficiency and timing than alternative mechanisms, such as random recruitment or pre-assembly of a holocomplex 32 .
The role of damaged DNA in DDR. The assembly of the DNA-repair machinery in repair foci and the activation of the DDR has generally been assumed to require the presence of DNA lesions. However, recent experiments in yeast and mammalian cells have challenged this seemingly obvious assumption. when repair components were immobilized on chromatin as Lac repressor fusion proteins, a full DDR response, including cell-cycle arrest, was triggered even in the absence of DNA breaks 24, 26 . These observations show that it is not the DNA lesion per se, but rather the nucleation of repair foci upon tethering, that activates transducer kinases. moreover, the lesion itself is not essential for the integrity of the repair complex 24, 26 . Consistent with the idea of lesion-independent activation of transducer kinases, overexpression of a small domain of the ATR-stimulating TopBp1 protein leads to activation of ATR, cell-cycle arrest and senescence in the absence of DNA breaks 33 . The possibility of activation of DDR in the apparent absence of DNA damage is also suggested by the finding that ATm becomes rapidly activated in response to changes in chromatin structure upon exposure of cells to mild hypotonic buffers or treatment with the histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitor TSA, which decondenses chromatin globally 34 . Furthermore, highly hypercondensed, compacted mitotic chromosomes activate ATm and DNA-damage checkpoints in the absence of apparent DNA lesions 35 . DNA-damage signalling pathways and ATm are also activated by hypoxia, presumably in the absence of lesions 36 . Together, these observations raise the intriguing possibility that repair proteins do not probe the genome solely for DNA breaks, but possibly also for changes in chromatin structure.
dna repair in the context of chromatin DNA repair occurs in the context of highly structured chromatin (FIG. 3) . Emerging evidence suggests that the ability of repair factors to detect DNA lesions and to be retained efficiently at breaks is determined by histone modifications around the DSBs and involves chromatin-remodelling events 37 .
Covalent chromatin modifications in DNA repair. DNA repair involves an extensive set of histone modifications
. The most prominent DNA-damageinduced histone modification is the phosphorylation of the C-terminal tail of mammalian H2AX (H2A in yeast and H2Av in Drosophila melanogaster), referred to as γ-H2AX 38, 39 (FIG. 3) . H2AX constitutes 2-25% of total H2A, depending on cell type, and H2AX can be phosphorylated by three transducer kinases -ATm, DNApK and ATR. mammalian cells that are deficient in H2AX show sensitivity to ionizing irradiation, elevated genomic instability and defects in sister-chromatin recombination and class-switch recombination [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . The primary function of γ-H2AX seems to be a platform to attract and retain repair proteins. Although some factors such as mDC1 recognize γ-H2AX directly 11, 45 , others, such as NBS1 and 53Bp1, initially sense breaks through an H2AX-independent mechanism. But their efficient accumulation and retention in DSB chromatin ultimately requires γ-H2AX 26, 46 . Consistent with a key role of H2AX in DDR, H2AX -/-mouse embryonic fibroblasts are defective in triggering the G2-m checkpoint after low doses of irradiation, and H2A is also important in checkpoint function in budding yeast 47, 48 . γ-H2AX also acts as a recognition signal for several chromatin remodelling and structural proteins, including INO80, NuA4, Swr1
Histone acetyl transferase An enzymatic activity that adds an acetyl group to a histone tail.
Heterochromatin
Compact, closed chromatin that generally contains silenced genome regions.
Euchromatin
Decondensed, open chromatin that generally contains transcriptionally active genome regions.
and cohesin in S. cerevisiae [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] . Ubiquitylation of H2AX is also emerging as a key step in foci formation and DDR signalling [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] 
.
Several other histone modifications, including acetylation, methylation and phosphorylation of most core histones, have been linked to various aspects of DNA repair by facilitating access to the chromatin fibre, recruiting repair factors and chromatin-remodelling components, and propagating cell-cycle checkpoint signals
Chromatin remodelling in DNA repair. In response to DNA damage, chromatin undergoes rapid local and global decondensation 54, 55 , a process that has been proposed to facilitate genome surveillance by enhancing access of DDR proteins to sites of damage (FIG. 3) . Repair-associated chromatin remodelling is carried out by chromatinremodelling complexes, which use ATp hydrolysis to remove histones or alter their conformation.
while chromatin remodelling is probably important at multiple points in the repair process, it seems to be particularly involved in the late stages of repair. A yeast remodelling complex, RSC, binds early after damage and is thought to facilitate the break detection by mobilizing nucleosomes around the break 56, 57 , whereas most chromatin remodellers bind later. In yeast, recruitment of the INO80 complex occurs late and is strictly dependent on phosphorylation of H2A 49, 51, 53 . INO80 is thought to remove nucleosomes around the DSB to facilitate resection, ssDNA formation and recruitment of Rad51 (reFs 49, 51, 53, 58) . The yeast SwR1 remodelling complex, another member of the INO80 family, has a similar mode of recruitment to that of the INO80 complex, but a distinct role. Although it is recruited to DSBs by phosphorylated H2A, SwR1 also has high affinity for H2AZ and can specifically replace H2A-H2B with H2AZ-H2B 59, 60 . Interestingly, SwR1 seems to anta gonize INO80, which contributes to escape from cell-cycle checkpoint arrest 61 . whereas SwR1 functions in error-free NHEJ, INO80 acts predominantly in mec1-dependent checkpoint activation 62 . In mammalian cells, the SwI/SNF complex seems to have a similar function as the RSC complex during the early stages of DSB repair. Inactivation of SwI/SNF results in reduced phosphorylation of H2AX and in efficient repair, suggesting that the remodelling activity of SwI/SNF is needed in the early steps of DSB repair to promote the phosphorylation of H2AX 63 .
Chromatin reconstitution after DNA repair. Repair of DSBs not only involves the restoration of genetic information by faithful replacement of the correct nucleotides, it also entails faithful re-establishment of the original chromatin organization around the break (FIG. 3) . This serves to turn off the activated checkpoint signalling and to allow normal chromatin function. Two mechanisms are responsible for post-repair chromatin reconstitution: recruitment of chromatin-modifying enzymes with the opposite activity of those acting during repair, and the eviction and replacement of modified histones.
Reversal of repair-associated histone modifications is primarily carried out by HDACs. Hst4 in fission yeast (a homologue of the HDAC Sir2) and the Rpd3, Sir2 and Hst1 HDACs in budding yeast are essential for viability following DSB repair, and they are speculated to function in post-repair restoration of the acetylation status of chromatin [64] [65] [66] . Similarly, the HTp-C (histone H2A phosphatase) complex in S. cerevisiae 67 and the pp2A and pp4 phosphatase complexes in mammalian cells reverse the phosphorylation of γ-H2AX 68, 69 . Interestingly, the pp4 phosphatase specifically dephosphorylates ATR-mediated γ-H2AX that is generated during DNA replication 69 , pointing to the existence of distinct mechanisms of chromatin restorations following different types of DSBs.
An emerging idea for restoring normal chromatin structure after DNA repair is the replacement of core histones. In budding yeast, the remodelling complex SwR1, in cooperation with the NuA4 histone acetyl transferases (HAT) complex, deposits the histone-variant dimer H2AZ-H2B by replacing the pre-existing phospho-H2A-H2B at sites of damage 56, 59, 61, 70 . In D. melanogaster and mammals, the TIp60 complex is responsible for acetylation of γ-H2AX and its eviction from the sites of damage 50, 71, 72 . Recently, the FACT complex, a multicomponent complex that was identified based on its ability to facilitate transcription in chromatin, was also sugg ested to catalyse the exchange of γ-H2AX with H2A in nucleosomes at DSB chromatin 73 . But histone exchange is not limited to the H2AX-H2B dimer. In budding yeast, whole nucleosomes are depleted from a region that spans at least 2 kb on either side of a DSB 58 . In mammalian cells, a new H3-H4 dimer is incorporated during repair of ssDNA breaks and DSBs, and this exchange depends largely on the chromatin-assembly factor 1 (CAF1) 74 . Other general chromatin-assembly factors also participate in post-repair chromatin reassembly. In yeast, the histone chaperone anti-silencing function 1 (Asf1) together with Rtt109-dependent H3 acetylation is important for nucleosome reassembly at regions around DSBs following repair [75] [76] [77] . Furthermore, there is evidence that ASF1 works synergistically with CAF1 in nucleosome formation during NER in mammalian cells 78 . Not all epigenetic changes that are induced by DNA damage are reversible 79, 80 . Breaks induced at a CpG islandcontaining promoter result in DNA methylation and occasional heritable gene silencing 79 . moreover, oxidative stress and DNA damage leads to a global redistribution of the chromatin modifier SIRT1, and it has been speculated that this might lead to permanent changes to the chromatin structure at sites of repair and to stable transcriptional deregulation, which is often observed in tumours 80 .
Higher-order chromatin structure and DNA repair. The importance of chromatin structure in DDR and DNA repair raises the question of whether breaks in different chromatin environments, particularly heterochromatin or euchromatin, are recognized and repaired with similar efficiency and using the same repair machinery and pathways. A hint of the importance of chromatin context in repair efficiency comes from the recent observation that DSBs in heterochromatic regions are characterized by slower repair kinetics than those in euchromatic regions 81 . The simplest explanation for the reduced repair efficiency in heterochromatin is that the repair . Subsequently, the NuA4 histone acetyltransferase (HAT) complex is recruited by phospho-H2A and induces H2A and H4 acetylation. The SWI/SNF complex remodels the donor template, and phospho-H2A together with the RSC remodelling complex attracts cohesin, which facilitates sister chromatin pairing. a3 | The INO80 complex is recruited through its affinity for phospho-H2A and evicts nucleosomes, allowing resection. a4 | Several steps of chromatin restoration occur after double-stranded DNA break (DSB) repair. The Rpd3-Sin3 complex removes acetylation marks from histone H4. SWR1 removes phospho-H2A and substitutes it with the histone variant H2AZ (orange). The HTP-C phosphatase complex removes the phospho-group from the evicted H2A. a5 | The Asf1-Rtt109 chromatin assembly complex restores nucleosome structure around the break. b | Human. b1,2 | Recruitment of chromatin remodelling activities, including the SWI/SNF complex, increases the accessibility of the DSB to the sensor complex MRN (MRE11-RAD50-NBS1). b3 | Recruitment of MRN results in eviction of histone H2B (light yellow), recruitment of ATM and phosphorylation of H2AX (dark yellow). b4 | TRRAP facilitates the recruitment of the TIP60 HAT complex, which results in the acetylation of H2AX and H4. b5 | After repair, acetylated γ-H2AX is ubiquitylated via UBC13, facilitating the eviction of γ-H2AX, and the PP2A phosphatase complex dephosphorylates γ-H2AX. b6 | The chromatin-assembly factor CAF1 promotes the incorporation of a new H3-H4 dimer, and the FACT complex exchanges the variant histone dimer γ-H2AX-H2B with new dimer H2A-H2B.
Histone methyltransferase
An enzymatic activity that adds a methyl group to a histone tail.
machinery has less access to the highly compact heterochromatin regions. Supporting this model, the elimination of KAp1, a transcriptional co-repressor associated with heterochromatin, or heterochromatin protein 1 (Hp1) -both architectural components of heterochromatin -alleviate the repair delay 81 . Importantly, the release of KAp1 is dependent on ATm, for which it is a direct substrate, suggesting that the removal of architectural chromatin proteins that are inhibitory to the repair process is yet another function of ATm 55, 81 . Removal of inhibitory architectural proteins is not limited to heterochromatin regions. Upon DNA damage by irradiation, the heterochromatin protein Hp1β becomes more loosely bound in both euchromatin and heterochromatin and dissociates from sites of damage 82 . Its dispersion is dependent on its phosphorylation at residue T51 by casein kinase 2 and is also important for proper DDR signalling 82 . Along the same lines, loss of the nucleosome-binding protein HmGN1 affects optimum activation of DDR upon γ-irradiation 83 . HmGN1 mediates the irradiation-induced global acetylation of histone H3 on residue K14, and this modification is crucial for ATm autophosphorylation and activation. In the absence of breaks, HmGN1 decreases the affinity of ATm to chrom atin, possibly preventing inappropriate and ectopic DDR activation 83 .
The impact of chromatin compaction in genome surveillance is also evident in embryonic stem cells (ESCs) from transgenic mice with reduced amounts of the linker histone H1, and thus less compacted chromatin. These cells exhibit high resistance to DNA-damaging agents as a result of an enhanced cellular response to DSBs 84 . Breaks that are induced in this environment seem to be more promptly sensed by DDR factors, suggesting their increased accessibility to the lesion. moreover, the strength of the DDR signal that is generated at each break site is enhanced, suggesting that DDR is amplified in the context of open chromatin 84 . Similar results were obtained in cells that were treated with the deacetylase inhibitor TSA, which leads to global chromatin decondensation 84 . Consistent with these findings, heterochromatin is refractory to efficient γ-H2AX spreading from breaks that are induced in adjacent euchromatic regions 85 . These results demonstrate that chromatin structure influences the repair process and that these proteins may help finetune the cellular response to DDR. more importantly, observations on ESCs suggest that differential responsiveness to DNA damage might be of significant physiological relevance in genome maintenance. Each ESC must maintain its genome in a pristine state so as not to pass on damage to its offspring lineages. Interestingly, consistent with heightened response and increased signal strength in decondensed chromatin, ESCs have globally decompacted chromatin 86 , providing a possible mechanism for maintaining intact genomes in these universal progenitor cells.
repair in the context of nuclear architecture Recent observations suggest that the non-random organization of the nucleus affects where repair occurs, how it is organized in the nuclear space and how chromosomal translocations form in vivo.
Nuclear organization of DNA repair. A key feature of the nucleus of eukaryotic cells is the high degree of compartmentalization 5 . The mammalian nucleus contains many functionally distinct subnuclear bodies, which are thought to segregate distinct nuclear functions and thereby increase efficiency 5 . And, the major nuclear processes of transcription and replication occur in spatially limited regions of the nucleus where transcription and replication factors are concentrated 5 . The global compartmentalization of the nucleus raises the questions of whether repair can occur anywhere in the nucleus, whether repair efficiency is affected by the location of the lesion and whether dedicated repair centres exist that are optimized to increase repair efficiency.
Observations in yeast suggest that distinct, dedicated DNA-repair centres exist as preferential sites of repair (FIG. 4a) . Upon induction of multiple DSBs by irradiation, typically only a few DNA-repair foci form in which all lesions appear to be repaired [87] [88] [89] . more tellingly, although irradiation at a low dose leads to the formation of 2-4 repair foci, subsequent irradiation with higher doses to induce more lesions does not increase the number of foci, suggesting that the newly formed lesions are recruited to pre-existing repair centres in which multiple lesions
Box 2 | histone modifications during dna repair

Histone acetylation
Mutations in the N-terminal tail of yeast and mammalian histones H4 and H3 result in cell-cycle arrest, genomic instability and hypersensitivity to DNA-damaging agents [107] [108] [109] [110] . Several histone acetyl transferases (HATs) and histone deacetylases (HDACs) interact with double-stranded DNA breaks (DSBs) and covalently modify H3 and H4 histone tails upon DNA damage, including the HAT TIP60 (which acetylates residues K5, K8, K12 and K16 of histone H4 and facilitates homologous recombination repair (HRR)) 111, 112 and the HAT MOF 113 (which acetylates H4K16). In yeast, recruitment of Esa1, the HAT subunit of the NuA4 complex, results in acetylation of residues K5, K8, K12 and K16 of H4 (reF. 107) . Moreover, the HATs HAT1 and GCN5 interact with DSBs and contribute to H3 and H4 modifications after DNA damage 66, 109, 110 . H3K56 acetylation is mediated by the yeast HAT Rtt109 and occurs on newly synthesized histone H3, which is incorporated into chromatin during S phase and is important for DDR signalling 114, 115 and histone reassembly after DNA repair 75 .
Histone methylation H3K79 methylation by DOT1 in both yeast and mammalian cells is not caused by damage, but its increased accessibility at DSBs seems to be important for the recruitment of 53BP1 (Rad9 in Saccharomyces cerevisiae) 24, 116, 117 . 53BP1 has an affinity for methylated histone H4 at residue K20 that is mediated by the histone methyltransferase PR-SET7 (reF. 118) , and PR-SET7 appears to be crucial for the maintenance of genome integrity and S-phase progression 119, 120 . Both phosphorylation of the fission yeast H2A and methylation of H4K20 by the methyltransferase Set9 are necessary for the initial recruitment of Crb2 (reFs 121,122).
Histone phosphorylation
In addition to phosphorylation of H2AX (see main text), histone H2B can be phosphorylated at residue S14 upon γ-irradiation in a γ-H2AX-dependent manner 123 . In S. cerevisiae, H2B is phosphorylated at residue S10 as a result of apoptotic stimuli 124 .
Histone ubiquitylation
The ubiquitin ligase RNF8 is recruited to DSBs by MDC1 and monoubiquitylates H2AX and H2A. RNF8 then serves as a binding site for the E2-conjugating enzyme UBC13, which catalyses K63-linked polyubiquitylation of histones H2A and γ-H2AX. Ubiquitylation of H2AX and H2A is also crucial for the recruitment and the retention of the downstream factor 53BP1 (reFs [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . are repaired [87] [88] [89] . when two independent DNA lesions are followed in yeast using fluorescent tagging near the break sites, they generally co-localize in foci that contain the HRR factor Rad52, further suggesting they are recruited to shared DNA-repair centres 88 . It has been suggested that centralized repair centres serve as a scaffold to facilitate the capture and alignment of a broken chromosome end with its template for HRR, although it could be argued that bringing multiple unrepaired broken chromosomes into spatial proximity might be dangerous as it increases the likelihood of illegitimate end-joining among chromosomes. Further evidence for spatially restricted repair in yeast comes from the observation that persistently un repaired DSBs migrate from their internal nuclear positions to the nuclear periphery, where they associate with the pore, which might facilitate and coordinate repair 90 . Although these observations suggest preferential localization of DNA repair in yeast, the situation seems different in mammalian cells. Broken chromosome ends visualized by fluorescent tags are essentially immobile in the nuclear space, preventing them from migrating to a preformed repair site or to the nuclear periphery 91 (FIG. 4b) .
Furthermore, in contrast to the situation in yeast, multiple DSBs on several chromosomes do not coalesce on shared repair centres in mammalian cells 91 . These observations on targeted single DSBs are supported by earlier findings demonstrating that irradiation-induced globally damaged regions undergo no or only limited motion in the nucleus, ruling out their coalescence into shared repair sites 54, 92, 93 . positional immobility might, however, not apply to all types of mammalian DNA damage. The mobility of defective, deprotected telomeres, which are repaired by NHEJ, has recently been found to be increased compared to intact telomeres 94 . Higher mobility of these defective telomeres, as well as joining of distant sites on the same chromosome during V(D)J recombination 95 , is dependent on 53Bp1 and correlates with increased repair efficiency, although it is unclear whether, or how, 53Bp1 contributes directly to chromatin motion or whether it exerts its effect by other means.
The distinct organization of DNA repair between yeast and mammalian nuclei is probably explained by the different nature of nuclear architecture in the two organisms. The yeast nucleus largely lacks the complex internal organization of the mammalian nucleus and the organization of chromatin in yeast appears to be more plastic 5 . more importantly, the yeast nucleus is roughly onetenth of the diameter and thus one-thousandth of the volume of the mammalian nucleus, although the ability of chromatin to move in the nucleus is similar in both organisms. In both cases, chromatin undergoes limited, locally constrained diffusional motion with a radius of ~1 μm (reF. 96) . Although in yeast this degree of motion is sufficient for a damaged chromatin region to rapidly search the entire nuclear volume for a pre-existing DNA-repair site, in mammalian cells it only allows sampling of a small subfraction of the nucleus and the search would therefore probably be unsuccessful unless many pre-formed repair foci existed. The same applies to the migration of a damaged locus to the nuclear pore. Although this can occur rapidly in yeast, the limited ability of chromatin to move over long distances in mammalian cells may prevent the efficient recruitment of an unrepaired site to the nuclear pore 96 . It thus seems that differential nuclear organization in lower and higher eukaryotes has led to the evolution of distinct ways of spatially organizing DNA repair.
Spatial genome organization and chromosome translocations. One of the most fundamental properties of the mammalian cell nucleus is the non-random arrangement of the genome in the nuclear space 97, 98 . The nonrandomness of spatial genome organization has recently emerged as a contributor to determining the outcome of chromosome translocations 99 . Striking evidence for a role of spatial genome organization in the formation of chromosome translocation came from correlative studies on the location of frequent translocation partners 99 . murine lymphoma cells are characterized by the presence of various combinations of translocations between chromosomes 12, 14 and 15 (reF. 100) . when the positions of these chromosomes were mapped in the interphase nucleus of normal lymphocytes, they were found to form highly non-random clusters, bringing them into close spatial proximity, and presumably favouring illegitimate rejoining 101 . Similar observations were reported for several other translocations including chromosomes 5 and 6 in mouse hepatomas 102 and BCR-ABL t(9;22) and pmL-RAR t(15;17) in humans 103 . A role for spatial proximity in determining translocation partners is even more strongly supported by observations in Burkitt's lymphoma, in which mYC translocates with different frequencies with the IGH, IGκ or IGλ locus. mapping of the position of these loci reveals that the distance of these loci from mYC corresponds well with their translocation frequency 104 . Furthermore, detailed visualization studies have demonstrated that there is a correlation between translocation frequency of chromosomes and the degree by which their genetic material physically intermingles 105 . These observations point to a model in which translocations preferentially occur between chromosomes that are in close spatial proximity in the interphase nucleus due to their non-random arrangement. This scenario is generally referred to as the contact-first model (FIG. 5) . However, an alternative possibility exists in which, as in yeast, DSBs occur first and the broken ends diffuse through the nucleus until they find other unrepaired DSBs with which they form a translocation (FIG. 5) . This breakage-first model, although not strictly ruled out, is unlikely for chromosomal translocations involving DSBs in light of the limited mobility of DSBs in the mammalian nucleus 91 .
The contact-first model is attractive because it explains the well-established preferential occurrence of translocations in tumours from different tissues 106 . In mice, for example, chromosomes 5 and 6 frequently translocate in hepatoma cells, but not in lymphoma cells, which are often characterized by t (12;15) . The arrangement patterns of chromosomes are tissue specific and chromosome 5-6 pairs are often seen in hepatocytes but not in lymphocytes, whereas 12-15 pairs are frequent 102 . The tissue-specific arrangement of chromosomes thus mirrors their propensity to undergo translocations in a tissue-specific manner, and it seems likely that the tissuespecific proximity of particular chromosomes favours their translocation.
The fact that in a contact-first model the formation of translocations is limited to neighbouring chromosomes and that broken chromosome ends cannot freely diffuse through the nucleus is probably also an important genome-protection mechanism. The inability of broken chromosome ends to roam the nucleus prevents their interaction, and illegitimate joining, with randomly occurring lesions that are present at all times in the nucleus even of unchallenged cells. An important corollary from this scenario is that cellular factors hold broken chromosome ends in place -and in this way limit their ability to move in the nucleus -are important for the protection of genome integrity. proof-of-principle for the existence of such factors is provided by the finding that knockdown of the DNA-end-binding protein Ku80 leads to a loss of the positional immobility of broken chromosome ends and enables them to roam the nuclear space 91 .
Conclusions DNA repair and maintenance of genome stability is fundamentally a cell-biological problem. These processes obviously occur in the context of the highly organized cell nucleus and in the higher-order structure of the chromatin fibre. The accumulation of repair components at sites of DNA damage to form repair foci occurs by recruitment from a freely diffusing pool of factors in the nucleoplasm, and the assembly of the repair machinery requires complex spatial and temporal coordination of repair factor interactions, both with each other and with chromatin. In addition to the repair machinery, the nature of the chromatin in which a DNA lesion occurs and chromatin remodelling events during and after the repair process affect the progress of the repair reaction. Finally, the organization of the repair site in the context of the nuclear space and the mobility of chromatin in the nucleus are emerging as key determinants in repair efficiency and in the maintenance of genome stability. Two models for chromosome translocation formation have been proposed. In the contact-first model (left), translocations occur among chromosomes, which are in spatial proximity to each other due to the non-random organization of the genome in the cell nucleus. Upon concurrent damage of neighbouring chromosomes, the broken chromosome ends are illegitimately joined to form a translocation. In the breakage-first model (right), double-stranded DNA breaks (DSBs) occur first. Upon DNA damage on multiple, distant chromosomes, the broken chromosome ends roam the nuclear space by diffusion. They undergo illegitimate joining when they encounter another DSB. Recent evidence demonstrating the proximity of frequent translocation partners and the immobility of DSBs favour the contact-first model. DNA repair has long been studied using reductionist approaches. The state of knowledge regarding the molecular basis of DNA repair is now developed to a level that we can begin to place it in the context of an intact cell and of higher-order chromatin. Recent efforts using cell-biological approaches and the development of experimental systems to follow the repair process in individual cells in vivo is revealing an entirely new layer of complexity, and presumably regulation, based on spatial and temporal control of repair factors. The next logical and exciting steps are to expand these nascent efforts so that we can fully characterize repair in vivo and link cell-biological properties of DSBs to what we know about the molecular basis of repair. But the most promising avenue of investigation relates to the profound physiological roles of DNA repair. DNA damage is central to major biological processes, such as cancer, maintenance of stem cell function and ageing. we can now begin to combine the molecular knowledge of repair with cell-biological approaches to address the key questions of why different cell types respond differently to insult, how the location of repair is related to its efficiency and, most importantly, how the organization of repair in the intact nucleus contributes to preventing loss of genome stability during physiological and pathological processes.
